Steering group on quality teaching project

The Steering group oversees the whole quality of the project. It ensures the coherence of the various individual reviews, advises the IMHE Secretariat. Members are invited to become IMHE Expert Representative.

The group is composed of

- George GORDON, Emeritus Professor and research professor at the Centre for Academic Practice and Learning Enhancement at the University of Strathclyde.
- Cécile LECRENIER, Head of the planning office, Université Catholique de Louvain.
- Philippe PARMENTIER, chargé de cour invité, Directeur for Administration de l’enseignement et de la formulation (Education and Training Board), Université Catholique de Louvain.
- Stanislav STECH, Professor, Head of Department of Educational and School Psychology of the Faculty of Education and Vice-rector for development of the Charles University, Prague.
- Alenoush SAROYAN, Professor and Chair of the Department of Educational and Counselling Psychology, McGill University.
- Outi KALLIOINEN, Development Director at the Laurea University of Applied Sciences.
- Gülsün SAGLAMER, Professor, former Rector of the Istanbul Technical University.